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Role for Physics Students in the APS Centennial Meeting: Fins’
(NEW GMNT NC). DE-FG02-99ER14946 .AOOO)

Report:

In March 1999, the American Physical Society (Al%) hosted its Centermial Meeting in Atlanta, Georgia.
To commemorate 100 years of accomplishmen~ in physics, the Society brought together participants from
all branches of physics from all over the world. It was the largest physics meeting ever held and included
11,200 participants, 40+ Nobelists and other leaders in physics from around the world.

To allow young physicists to participate in this momentous celebration of physics, the APS tried to
encoumge the participation of physics undergraduates and first-year graduate students at the Centennial. It
was our belief that this participation would provide the students with an exciting way to learn from, and
socialize with, the physics communi~ outside of the classroom. In addition to the general scientific program,
numerous CcntenniaI events were planned that were of general interest to physics students and which would
benefit from their attendance. These included three general plenary sessions, thirty-four special Centennial
symposia, a special welcoming reception for the awardees, a Nobel Discoveries Exhibit, a Physics Festival,
exhibits by APS divisions, topical groups, forqms, and major corporations, tutorials, both a student reception
and luncheon, and fifty university reunions.

In order to draw the students to the Centennial Celebration, the APS requested t%nding from the Department
of Energy (DOE) and the National Science Foundation (NSF). The flmds were used to support the travel and
subsistence of students selected to attend and participate in the Centcmial and to waive their registration
fees. Eight-hundred and fifty (850) undergraduate and graduate physics depaxtnwms were invited to
nominate students for matching travel grants not to exceed $250. Each nomination required a brief statement
concerning the rationale for selecting the student and, in cases were a physics department nominated more
than one student, a priority ranking.

Over 420 nominations were received ikom 142 institutions. These nominations were reviewed by a
committee of physicists for merit and 350 awards of $250 each were made. These students and their physics
dcpamnents were notified. An award certificate and a check made payable to the physics department to be
matched by the university was sent to each awardce well in advance of the Centennial meeting.

It is our belief that the program met the all objectives envisioned by the APS. The scientific sessions and
celebration events gave the student a wider view of, and access to, the physics community. It provi ded an
opportunity for career development mentoring, and networking that they might not otherwise have had at
this stage of their education. We received many positive letters from botl students and their physics
departnwms after the Centennial. Some of the comments received are listed below:

1) the meeting has generated great enthusiam among our students,
2) it was amazing to see so many physicists in one place.
3) the displays were well done and the talks were interesting,
4) the conference was an enjoyable as well as an educational opportunity.

We would like to thank the Department of Energy and the National Science Foundation for allowing the APS
the opportunity to offer this program.
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